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Mastering Machine Code on Your ZX81
1982
この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや
文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません pythonでデータ分析と機械学習を実践
します 豊富なライブラリを使って統計学に基づいた統計分析ができるので pythonに慣れ親しんだ人は データ分
析も機械学習もまとめて効率的に学ぶことができます

Python統計分析＆機械学習マスタリングハンドブック
2023-05-10
get the most out of your sewing machine and learn tips
and tricks from an expert sewing machine secrets is an
indispensable resource for sewers of all levels showing
you how to choose use and maintain your sewing machine
master essential sewing techniques and learn handy tips
along the way the book is divided into two sections
section one provides an overview of each type of sewing
machine instructions on how to use it and detailing its
advantages and limitations necessary accessories and
optional accessories parts and maintenance section two
uses a more technique based approach identifying the
most versatile and commonly used presser feet and
providing step by step techniques for all the results
you can achieve using them sewing machine secrets will
teach you the tried and tested tricks you need to get
the most out of your machine

Sewing Machine Secrets 2013-02-19
in a world driven by data and powered by artificial
intelligence there s a superpower that s changing the
game prompt engineering join diana ashcroft a seasoned
data scientist and educator on a journey through the
dynamic landscape of prompt engineering in her latest
book mastering your prompt engineering super power
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prompt engineering is the key to unlocking the full
potential of ai in mastering your prompt engineering
super power diana ashcroft delves into the heart of
this transformative field and reveals its immense
significance you ll discover how prompt engineering is
reshaping industries powering innovation and shaping
the future of society whether you re a seasoned ai
professional or just starting your journey mastering
your prompt engineering super power is your guide to
mastering prompt engineering diana takes complex
concepts and distills them into practical down to earth
knowledge that anyone can grasp you ll explore the
realms of natural language processing nlp computer
vision and more gaining the skills needed to harness
prompt engineering s incredible potential prompt
engineering isn t just a buzzword it s a force that s
driving change in every sector diana provides real
world examples of how prompt engineering is making
waves in industries like healthcare finance e commerce
and beyond you ll see how ai powered prompts are
enhancing productivity improving customer experiences
and even revolutionizing education mastering your
prompt engineering super power isn t just a book it s
your passport to becoming a prompt engineering master
diana guides you through hands on techniques tools and
frameworks used by professionals in the field you ll
learn to wield the power of ai driven prompts to tackle
complex tasks from data preprocessing to model
optimization as we stand on the precipice of a new era
diana ashcroft illuminates the path forward discover
how prompt engineering is shaping the future from
enabling smarter virtual assistants to aiding legal
professionals in document analysis the possibilities
are endless and mastering your prompt engineering super
power equips you to seize them
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Mastering Your Prompt Engineering
Super Power 2023-09-26
in this book i will share everything i have learned
about the cricut machine as well as give you some tips
and tricks i might also be able to save you a buck or
two

Mastering Cricut Machine 2019-12-24
a comprehensive guide for it administrators deploying
windows 7 using a task focused approach and clear no
nonsense instructions this book delivers all the
information you ll need to deploy and manage windows 7
efficiently and securely learn how to install configure
run and troubleshoot windows 7 explore advanced
networking security and other advanced topics delivers
the information it administrators need to deploy and
manage windows 7 successfully explains topics in the
thorough step by step style of all books in the
mastering series providing you ample instruction tips
and techniques covers how to install configure run and
troubleshoot windows 7 and also explores advanced
networking security and more uses a task based approach
so you have plenty of real world examples and exercises
to help you understand concepts all the books in the
sybex mastering series feature comprehensive and expert
coverage of topics you can put to immediate use note cd
rom dvd and other supplementary materials are not
included as part of ebook file

Mastering Microsoft Windows 7
Administration 2010-01-15
mastering cricut machine a beginner s guide to
mastering your cricutif you are new to the arts and
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crafts community chances are that you have never heard
of the cricut machine in fact even if you are an old
timer in this so called community you may still be
unfamiliar with it it s a bit of a hidden gem to most
of us the cricut machines aren t a new craze it s been
around for years and it hasn t quite received the
praise and recognition it deserves a possible reason is
that it is a difficult thing to master i have had my
own cricut cake for some time now and i haven t truly
used it because truth be told intimidated me
nevertheless i have seen so many wonderful things made
by the machine and a part of me was jealous of the
people who took the time to figure it out i wanted to
be able to make all those beautiful things too it was
up to me and my squirrel brain to figure out the
apparatus it took me years to finally have the courage
to try it out again now i have learned some things read
up and watched tutorials on youtube and made some
cricut friends along the way i am a proud owner of the
newest addition to the cricut line the cricut maker and
looking back now the biggest step was getting up and
learning it was reading and practicing it is really
quite simple once you get the hang of things trust me
you will never look back and regret the decision to
join the cricut family you will feel like an absolute
boss when you finish your first project as well as
every project after that all you need to do is try and
try again perhaps try once more for good measure my
hobby has become a breeze in the time it took me to
make one card i can now make ten and they all look
different thanks to being able to choose from such a
large variety of what to cut or draw it has made a
tedious process which i enjoyed but didn t have the
time for a walk in the park for someone who thinks
about getting this apparatus for a home business that
sells beautiful homemade goodies this is perfect in so
many ways your projects will look uniform unique and
breathtaking if everything mentioned above doesn t
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convince you that you need a cricut machine in your
life then i don t think anything will however to those
of you who have already purchased one or perhaps you
need some pointers on what to get you have come to the
right place in this book i will share everything i have
learned about the cricut machine as well as give you
some tips and tricks i might also be able to save you a
buck or two you can master your cricut machine in no
time whatsoever

Mastering Machine Code on Your
Commodore 64 1984
virtualization is a hot topic for it because of the
potential it offers for serious economic benefits this
guide provides real world focus enabling readers to
create a complete it system that is highly efficient
and cost effective

Mastering Cricut Machine 2019-04-03
diabetes is a way of life one that no one chooses but
that some people are obligated to live nonetheless
newly diagnosed people are required to follow all kinds
of rules change the way they ve always lived and
struggle to retain their identity despite the new
things that dictate the way they live mastering your
diabetes is a you can do it here s how book that helps
people with diabetes adopt their new way of life with a
sense of humor in this book written by a diabetes
health care professional who has also lived with
diabetes for more than 25 years readers gain valuable
insight and inspiration from someone who understands
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Mastering Microsoft Virtualization
2009-12-21
are you interested in buying a cricut machine but aren
t sure which one is right for you this guide will
answer all your questions about the cricut machine what
it is what it does how it works different models
available and their differences and how to get started
on fabulous diy projects the only limit is your
imagination this book is beginner friendly and packed
full of information that even a pro will find helpful
what are you waiting for let s get started in this book
you ll learn the basics of cricut machine the different
types of cricut machines available how to set up a new
machine using the cricut software simple operations
with the cricut machine beginner friendly an
introduction to design space the tools you will need in
mastering cricut design space maintenance of the cricut
machine cricut project ideas to try and more are you
ready for this exciting new venture buy this book now
and get started

Mastering Your Diabetes 2003-02-25
master machine learning techniques with r to deliver
insights for complex projects about this book get to
grips with the application of machine learning methods
using an extensive set of r packages understand the
benefits and potential pitfalls of using machine
learning methods implement the numerous powerful
features offered by r with this comprehensive guide to
building an independent r based ml system who this book
is for if you want to learn how to use r s machine
learning capabilities to solve complex business
problems then this book is for you some experience with
r and a working knowledge of basic statistical or
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machine learning will prove helpful what you will learn
gain deep insights to learn the applications of machine
learning tools to the industry manipulate data in r
efficiently to prepare it for analysis master the skill
of recognizing techniques for effective visualization
of data understand why and how to create test and
training data sets for analysis familiarize yourself
with fundamental learning methods such as linear and
logistic regression comprehend advanced learning
methods such as support vector machines realize why and
how to apply unsupervised learning methods in detail
machine learning is a field of artificial intelligence
to build systems that learn from data given the growing
prominence of r a cross platform zero cost statistical
programming environment there has never been a better
time to start applying machine learning to your data
the book starts with introduction to cross industry
standard process for data mining it takes you through
multivariate regression in detail moving on you will
also address classification and regression trees you
will learn a couple of unsupervised techniques finally
the book will walk you through text analysis and time
series the book will deliver practical and real world
solutions to problems and variety of tasks such as
complex recommendation systems by the end of this book
you will gain expertise in performing r machine
learning and will be able to build complex ml projects
using r and its packages style and approach this is a
book explains complicated concepts with easy to follow
theory and real world practical applications it
demonstrates the power of r and machine learning
extensively while highlighting the constraints

Cricut 2020-07-12
the only book to take an in depth look at deploying
hyper v now in its second generation the popular hyper
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v boasts technical advances that create even more
dynamic systems than ever before this unique resource
serves an authoritative guide to deploying windows
server 2008 r2 hyper v comprehensively step by step
instructions demonstrate how to design a hyper v
deployment build a hyper v host environment and design
a management system with system center virtual machine
manager 2008 r2 features real world examples that show
you how to design a hyper v deployment build a hyper v
host environment and design a management system walks
you through incorporating system center operations
manager 2008 r2 system center data protection manager
2010 and system center essentials 2010 offers
authoritative coverage of hyper v security business
continuity and an array of vm roles including domain
controllers exchange server sql server and system
center this in depth guide is the ultimate resource for
system administrators engineers and architects and it
consultants deploying hyper v

Mastering Machine Code on Your ZX
Spectrum 1983
updated and revised second edition of the bestselling
guide to exploring and mastering the most important
algorithms for solving complex machine learning
problems key featuresupdated to include new algorithms
and techniquescode updated to python 3 8 tensorflow 2 x
new coverage of regression analysis time series
analysis deep learning models and cutting edge
applicationsbook description mastering machine learning
algorithms second edition helps you harness the real
power of machine learning algorithms in order to
implement smarter ways of meeting today s overwhelming
data needs this newly updated and revised guide will
help you master algorithms used widely in semi
supervised learning reinforcement learning supervised
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learning and unsupervised learning domains you will use
all the modern libraries from the python ecosystem
including numpy and keras to extract features from
varied complexities of data ranging from bayesian
models to the markov chain monte carlo algorithm to
hidden markov models this machine learning book teaches
you how to extract features from your dataset perform
complex dimensionality reduction and train supervised
and semi supervised models by making use of python
based libraries such as scikit learn you will also
discover practical applications for complex techniques
such as maximum likelihood estimation hebbian learning
and ensemble learning and how to use tensorflow 2 x to
train effective deep neural networks by the end of this
book you will be ready to implement and solve end to
end machine learning problems and use case scenarios
what you will learnunderstand the characteristics of a
machine learning algorithmimplement algorithms from
supervised semi supervised unsupervised and rl
domainslearn how regression works in time series
analysis and risk predictioncreate model and train
complex probabilistic models cluster high dimensional
data and evaluate model accuracy discover how
artificial neural networks work train optimize and
validate them work with autoencoders hebbian networks
and ganswho this book is for this book is for data
science professionals who want to delve into complex ml
algorithms to understand how various machine learning
models can be built knowledge of python programming is
required

Mastering Machine Learning with R
2015-10-28
book assisting understanding and implementation of
business process management for managers and mba
students
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Mastering Hyper-V Deployment
2010-11-09
our lives are conducted within a dynamic vibrant but
often challenging context of desirable undesirable and
even threatening life experiences a rewarding life in
the face of these experiences depends on our ability to
engage and maintain a sense of personal mastery as we
go through life psychologists have uncovered some of
the key principles of mastery infused living this book
presents many examples of some of the key distinctions
among our experiences in our daily living highlighting
how our well being is centrally based on how we engage
our personal mastery beliefs and actions in navigating
these varied types of life experience studies show that
mastery can be strengthened through training a number
of mastery enhancing treatments have been developed in
research and clinical practice and are presented here
in an accessible format emphasizing how they can be
adopted by the individual reader these tests
consistently show positive benefits for physical and
mental health rethinking our lives and our experiences
from a personal mastery template can be a key to a more
successful life

Mastering Machine Learning Algorithms
2020-01-31
the followup book to things are going great in my
absence this book takes you beyond the old paradigm of
seeking and working on yourself into what do i want to
create now that life is great lola jones has created
another groundbreaking book that people read over and
over and get more each time
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Mastering Your Organization's
Processes 2006-01-19
mastering your phd survival and success in the doctoral
years and beyond helps guide phd students through their
graduate student years filled with practical advice on
getting started communicating with your supervisor
staying the course and planning for the future this
book is a handy guide for graduate students who need
that extra bit of help getting started and making it
through while mainly directed at phd students in the
sciences the book s scope is broad enough to encompass
the obstacles and hurdles that almost all phd students
face during their doctoral training who should read
this book students of the physical and life sciences
computer science math and medicine who are thinking
about entering a phd program doctoral students at the
beginning of their research and any graduate student
who is feeling frustrated and stuck it s never too
early or too late this second edition contains a
variety of new material including additional chapters
on how to communicate better with your supervisor
dealing with difficult people how to find a mentor and
new chapters on your next career step once you have
your coveted doctoral degree in hand

Mastering Your Self, Mastering Your
World 2015-01-30
one of book authority s best self esteem ebooks of all
time ready to live your dream life you know that sneaky
voice inside your head telling you that you re not good
enough smart enough pretty enough whatever enough that
s your mean girl and she s doing her best to keep you
stuck in fear town too scared to go after the life you
always imagined but enough s enough melissa ambrosini
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has made a life beyond her wildest dreams all by
mastering her mean girl busting through limiting
beliefs and karate chopping through the fears that held
her hostage for years and now she wants to help you
remember not only what you are capable of but how
amazing you truly are in this inspiring upbeat guide
melissa provides a practical plan for creating your own
version of a kick ass life one that s wildly wealthy
fabulously healthy and bursting with love designed to
propel you out of stuck ness and into action this is a
must read if you re ready to let go of your mean girl
and start living the life of your dreams

Living Large: Mastering Your Power Of
Intention (formerly titled Watch
Where You Point That Thing)
2018-06-15
the ability to write to a high standard is a key skill
that is often overlooked in the business world this
short book from an international best selling author
offers a practical guide to conceiving researching and
writing a business or management dissertation robert
lomas offers an inspirational treatise that will awaken
the quest for knowledge among his readership the book
helps business students to frame their research
questions in a more helpful manner in order to achieve
their research aims and write in a clear and top
scoring way topics covered include collecting and
measuring data using business statistics planning
research projects and the real mechanics of writing a
dissertation masters students across business and
management will benefit enormously from reading this
book not just in adding serious value to their
dissertations but also helping to improve their writing
skills throughout their business careers this book
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includes a foreword by mark booth

Mastering Your Sewing Machine
1996-10-01
from the pages of electronic musician magazine come
these words of wisdom from scott wilkinson he bridges
the information gap between beginner and high end user
as he demystifies the decibel explains scsi secrets and
makes sense of midi other topics include the principles
of digital audio effects processors microphones and
more you ll also get two glossaries one general and the
other packed with internet terms

Mastering Your PhD 2010-11-19
nothing beats the mouthwatering aroma of freshly baked
bread wafting through your home it s a scent that makes
and brings back memories across generations bread is a
staple of many diets yet all too often we rely on
processed packaged loaves that are low in nutrients and
generic in taste it doesn t have to be that way with
more than 100 delicious and inspiring recipes i love my
bread machine will show off the surprising versatility
of your bread machine the book begins with an
authoritative introduction to lay out the basics of
various bread machines and how they work overview of
key ingredients shaping techniques and finishing
touches to ensure perfect results every time the
chapters that follow present a collection of superb
recipes for breads of all kinds including everyday
loaves rolls knots and twists quick flatbreads herb
filled focaccias and festive breads for special
occasions also included is a selection of gluten free
recipes that don t compromise on texture and flavour
all recipes are clear and easy to follow with
preparation and baking times highlighted for each
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whether you re a complete novice or an experienced
baker i love my bread machine will give you the skills
and inspiration to master your bread machine you and
your family will enjoy fresh nutritious bread at home
any time you want it

Mastering Your Mean Girl 2016-03-22
for everyone who dreams of sewing but suffers from the
common fear of how to use the sewing machine your
worries are over thanks to this step by step method
illustrated with nearly 200 photos and drawings you ll
painlessly discover all the basic techniques and even
how to sew on a button you ll then very quickly be able
to put your new sewing machine skills into practice
with the 15 special projects designed for beginners
this handy guide has a fold out stand and is set up as
a spiral flip book ready to sit on your sewing table
cheerful and encouraging the guide walks you through
the functions and accessories of the machine along with
the equipment you ll use with it the choosing and
cutting of fabric the different kinds of stitches how
to sew pieces together and more train yourself to sew
straight to make a hem to add bias binding piping and
zippers then create a reversible hat a sewing machine
cover a table runner a shopping bag from there the
possibilities are endless

Mastering Your Business Dissertation
2013-07-03
have you just bought a cricut machine and you don t
know how to start wouldn t you like to master your
cricut machine like a professional cricut crafter
wouldn t you like to try out new amazing cricut design
project ideas if so this is the book for you a step by
step guide that will help you to understand all th e
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secrets of the cricut machine and will guide you
towards a total mastery of all the tools that you will
need for the realization of the most complex projects
cricut machines offer creativity you might never have
experienced before for many people who are interested
in learning how to build projects that they love a
cricut machine can be their new best friend but what s
so special about this machine why do people buy them
well read on to find out this book offers a beginner s
guide on how to get started using a cricut machine and
how to get the most out of your cricut machine
experience you ll learn how to set up your cricut
machine best materials that can be worked on using a
cricut machine tips and tricks on how to get started
simple operations that you can do on the cricut cutter
machine complex operations that you can do on the
cricut cutter machine maintenance of the cricut machine
how to use design space cricut project ideas to try and
much more for many cricut machines can be daunting to
work with but here s the thing it can help you put
images on practically anything if you re someone who
likes to make cool pieces this is the item for you and
there s lots more that you can do with cricut let us
help you get started would you like to know more scroll
to the top of the page and select the buy now button

Anatomy of a Home Studio 1997
セキュリティエンジニアを対象とした機械学習の入門書 python 3対応 google
colaboratory上で学べる

I Love My Bread Machine 2017-09-21
55 off for bookstores now at 42 95 instead of 47
95ready to take your home crafts skills to the next
level then buy your copy now
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The Little Guide to Mastering Your
Sewing Machine 2015
an up to date volume designed to take you from set up
to mixdown includes the fundamentals of recording
understanding your equipment 4 track mini studios 24
track recorders digital audio workstations mixers
signal processors mics monitor systems the midi studio
automation digital equipment and much more also
includes a hands on session that takes you step by step
through the recording process fully illustrated

Mastering Machine Learning with
Scikit-Learn, Second Edition
2017-07-27
55 off for bookstores now at 32 95 instead of 37 95
ready to take your home crafts skills to the next level
then buy your copy now

Mastering Your Money 1986
want to know how to use your cricut machine getting
dusty in your cupboard what if you had everything you
need to know from a to z in one easy to read guide
cricut for beginners is the unofficial guide that will
take you from choosing your very first cricut machine
through setup all the way through the intermediate
skill level if you are an experienced cricut user the
information in this book can serve as an essential
reference on the best care and troubleshooting tips as
well as ideas that are outside of the box there is no
information in this book that wouldn t be considered
absolutely essential to the cricut crafter of any skill
level in the pages of this book we ve covered all the
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specifics of using the cricut design space to the
fullest and to using everything you ve created and
curated to make breathtaking projects getting
acquainted with a new web application and new hardware
has never been as simple and intuitive as it is with
the latest models on the cricut product line and with
the breakdowns provided in these chapters anyone can
learn how the machine and the software work make the
most of them and come out the other side with even more
ideas on how to use the system full descriptions of
each of the machines currently available on the cricut
product line what they do how they differ and which one
best suits your purposes as a crafter step by step
guides on several different types of crafts that you
can do with your cricut right out of the box as well as
tips on how to make them truly unique to you and your
style the most pressing questions asked by crafters in
the cricut community and answers that will definitively
solve all your problems and more hacks to save your
machine your wallet and your time you won t find a more
comprehensive list of cricut hacks anywhere else a
comprehensive list of 100 materials you can use with
your cricut system to create beautiful dynamic projects
for any occasion cricut for beginners is the guide you
need to get you started on creating unique dynamic
breathtaking crafts for any and every occasion crafts
for decoration and crafts for practical use are all
part of this comprehensive guide so whatever you re
looking to learn we ve got you covered show off your
creative side through crafts for the workplace uniquely
created items that can make your job easier or even
embellishments for your wardrobe no matter how you d
like to show the world your creative side cricut is the
tool to help you do it happy crafting scroll to the top
of the page and select the buy now button
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Cricut for Beginners 2021-01-20
stay updated with expert techniques for solving data
analytics and machine learning challenges and gain
insights from complex projects and power up your
applications key features build independent machine
learning ml systems leveraging the best features of r 3
5 understand and apply different machine learning
techniques using real world examples use methods such
as multi class classification regression and clustering
book description given the growing popularity of the r
zerocost statistical programming environment there has
never been a better time to start applying ml to your
data this book will teach you advanced techniques in ml
using the latest code in r 3 5 you will delve into
various complex features of supervised learning
unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning
algorithms to design efficient and powerful ml models
this newly updated edition is packed with fresh
examples covering a range of tasks from different
domains mastering machine learning with r starts by
showing you how to quickly manipulate data and prepare
it for analysis you will explore simple and complex
models and understand how to compare them you ll also
learn to use the latest library support such as
tensorflow and keras r for performing advanced
computations additionally you ll explore complex topics
such as natural language processing nlp time series
analysis and clustering which will further refine your
skills in developing applications each chapter will
help you implement advanced ml algorithms using real
world examples you ll even be introduced to
reinforcement learning along with its various use cases
and models in the concluding chapters you ll get a
glimpse into how some of these blackbox models can be
diagnosed and understood by the end of this book you ll
be equipped with the skills to deploy ml techniques in
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your own projects or at work what you will learn
prepare data for machine learning methods with ease
understand how to write production ready code and
package it for use produce simple and effective data
visualizations for improved insights master advanced
methods such as boosted trees and deep neural networks
use natural language processing to extract insights in
relation to text implement tree based classifiers
including random forest and boosted tree who this book
is for this book is for data science professionals
machine learning engineers or anyone who is looking for
the ideal guide to help them implement advanced machine
learning algorithms the book will help you take your
skills to the next level and advance further in this
field working knowledge of machine learning with r is
mandatory

Mastering Your Nerves 1946
vmwareの最新版 本格的解説書の登場 vmware vsphereはシステムの仮想化基盤として 日本でも多
くの企業で採用される製品です 本書はその最新版であるvsphere 5 5の主な機能をすべて網羅した
vsphere解説書の決定版ともいえる書籍です 5 1 5 5で加えられた多くのアップデートにも対応し
vsphereの最新機能を使いこなすための多数の情報を提供します 本書の原著者であるscott rowe
はvsphere 4の時代から本書の改訂を続けており vsphereの解説書としては海外で高い信頼を寄せられて
いる1冊です 仮想化はシステム基盤構築の分野では無視することのできない重要な要素となってきています 本書は エ
ンジニアがvmwareを使いこなすために 必要な情報を提供してくれる重要な資料となります 本電子書籍は同名出版
物を底本として作成しました 記載内容は印刷出版当時のものです 印刷出版再現のため電子書籍としては不要な情報を含
んでいる場合があります 印刷出版とは異なる表記 表現の場合があります 予めご了承ください プレビューにてお手持
ちの電子端末での表示状態をご確認の上 商品をお買い求めください 翔泳社
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burdastyle is a legendary brand that focuses on the
fashionable high style in sewing marketplace sewists
know the burdastyle name and its reputation for high
quality sewing patterns burdastyle modern sewing full
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figure fashion includes 25 of the best plus size
projects from the archives of burdastyle magazine all
of the must have basics of a woman s wardrobe are
covered in this collection jackets pants blouses skirts
and dresses the designs include versatile separates as
well as combinations that further expand the
possibilities for the modern woman s wardrobe in
addition to the 25 burda patterns there are several
variations the projects are easy to intermediate and
sizes range from 14 to 24 although this book is not
meant to be a primer on sewing it includes a burda 101
section that covers everything the reader needs to know
to follow the sewing patterns including frequently used
techniques and a pattern insert with full size pattern
pieces
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the book is three books in one and thoroughly explains
how to use cricut machinery the trendiest hobby of the
moment what projects to undertake and how to turn it
into a business opportunity
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mastering your inner game arms athletes with the tools
they need to understand manage and maximize their
mental and emotional forces illustrations
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Full-Figure Fashion 2021-10-28

Cricut Maker: The Complete Guide to
Mastering Your Cricut Machine Quickly
and Easily, With Examples, Pictures,
and Illustrations. Al 2001

Mastering Your Inner Game 1998
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